Mac ANNOYANCES™

How to Fix the Most ANNOYING Things About Your Mac

☑ Stop spam, speed up email
☑ Tame Panther
☑ Make Office apps play nice
☑ Keep your laptop cool
☑ Wrangle web browsers
☑ Get an iLife
☑ Make iPod smarter
...and more

WRITTEN BY John Rizzo
117 GarageBand
117 Improve GarageBand Performance
118 Mix Down Tracks
119 Trim the Beginning of a MIDI Loop
120 Import MIDI Files

IPOD ANNOYANCES  CH.6
124 Copy iPod Music Back to Your Mac
125 Viagra for Your iPod’s Battery
125 Unending iPod Power
126 Replace Your Battery
127 My iPod Can’t Remember the Date or Time
127 Bookmark Audio Book Files
128 Thawing a Frozen iPod
129 Why Doesn’t my iPod Show Up in iTunes?
129 Move Data from Entourage to Your iPod
131 An Easier Way to Add Notes
131 Keep Playlists Organized Your Way
132 Store More Music than iPod Can Hold
133 Earbuds That Stay in Your Ears
133 Hear Music in Noisy Places
134 Find a Place to Carry Earbuds
135 Standardize Artists’ Names
136 Find Inexpensive iPod Cables

142 Keyboards and Mice
142 Ejecting Without an Eject Key
144 Power for Your Wireless Keyboard
145 Where’s the Power Key on the Keyboard?
145 Ditch That Single-Button Mouse

146 Displays
146 Make Second Monitors Work with Panther
146 Accelerate an Older GraphicS Card
147 Check for Quartz Extreme
147 Fixing Fuzzy Fonts

148 PowerBooks and iBooks
148 Improve External Display Quality
149 Set Hard Drive Spindown Time for PowerBook/iBook
149 Keep Your Laptop Cool
150 Solve the Mystery of Display Smudges
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